Digital HD
Progressive Design Series

Le lenti progressive Calgary HD utilizzano le tecnologie
iDT e Free-Form e godono di un ottimo rapporto
qualità-prezzo,perfetto per chi vuole avvicinarsi alle
lenti progressive con un impegno economico adeguato.
Nonostante questo le Galgary sono lenti con un'ottima
visione periferica,una zona di lettura ampia e con
distorsioni ridotte. Adatte sia come primo approccio
alle progressive che per un portatore esperto,il design
delle Galgary ha l'obiettivo di realizzare una lente
progressiva che sia anche "facile",adatte a un uso a
distanza intermedia,tipico dell'utilizzo a video
terminale.
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Personalization can make a big diﬀerence in ophthalmic
lenses. When a lens is optimized for a single wearer, the best
possible optics are achieved. Each wearer will experience the
best quality of vision and superior comfort.
When possible, the ECP should take measurements for all
personalization parameters and send them with the lens order
for a full compensation. These parameters will be used by
Digital Ray-Path® to refine the optimization of the lens.

Calgary HD
ULTRA
SHORT

Balanced
between
near and distance

Near vision
enhanced

Distance vision
enhanced

Soft
design

Fully personalized design with a balance between the distance
and near vision. Highly recommended for experienced and
demanding progressive wearers, looking for an all-purpose
progressive lens with generous visual fields at all distances and a
comfortable lens.

Calgary HD Reading

Personalized Progressive Lens

Description

Strengths

Calgary HD
READING

CALGARY HD DESIGNS

PERSONALIZATION

As a result, Digital Ray-Path® creates a lens that provides
better vision through every point of the lens. The wearer will
perceive wider, more comfortable visual fields in the distance,
intermediate and near vision zones.

Calgary HD Distance

PERSONALIZATION PARAMETERS

Exclusive
for small frames

FRANKLIN HD DESIGNS

The personalization parameters used for the compensation calculation are specific to each individual wearer. These
parameters represent the unique identity of each wearer and make it possible to create customized lenses.

Far

Near
Fully personalized design specially created for experienced
progressive wearers who want the best near vision and
comfort for reading or model-making.

Comfort

Calgary HD First Time

Technology
MFH’s
available

14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19 & 20 mm

14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19 & 20 mm

14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19 & 20 mm

16, 17, 18,
19, & 20 mm

Fully personalized design specially developed for experienced
progressive wearers who want the best distance vision.
Panoramic high performance distance vision for traveling or
enjoying landscapes.

Pantoscopic Angle

Digital Ray-Path® calculates the power that the
user will truly perceive once the lenses are fitted
on the frame.

This is the angle in the vertical plane between the
optical axis of a spectacle lens and the visual axis
of the eye in primary position.

Nasopupilar Distance

Wrap Angle

Is defined as the distance from the axis of
symmetry of the face to the center of the pupil.

Frame curvature

Pupilar Heights

Back Vertex Distance

Is the vertical distance between the pupil center
and the deepest part of the lens shape.

Distance between the cornea and
the back surface of the lens.

Frame Dimensions

Near Working Distance

Frame dimensions are used to calculate the final
diameter, thickness of the lens and improve the
efficiency of the optimization.

This is the distance from the lens to the
typical reading position for the wearer.

Galgary HD Ultra Short

10, 11,
12 & 13 mm

Fully personalized design for novice progressive wearers.
Smooth soft transition zone between distance and near
vision.

Prescription & Addition

Fully personalized design available in diﬀerent MFH’s, allowing
easy adaptation to narrow frames. Specific for those wearers
who need a very short corridor length.

